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0. Introduction 
Let k be an algebraically sioscd field of characteristic F and let K be an algebraic 
fun&on Geld of one variable over k of genus g 2 2. Let G = Au@?. the group of 
all aut~morphisms of&%. It is known that G is a finite grclup. This was proved by 
Hurwifr. (41 for the <asep = 0, by Schmid (71 for p # I! and also by Iwasawa and 
Tamagawa [ 5 ] for arbitrary ,o. Hurwitz also proved that for p = 0, jG1 < a4@-- I), 
and that this upper bound for the order of G IS the best possible in the sense that 
there exists a function Grid of genus g = 3 whose group of autamorphisms has order 
IJJ(R-. I ). Roquette 161 has recently shown that the inequality /Gl G 84~.-- 1) is 
valid also for p > Zg + I and for 2g + 1 > p >g + 1. He has further shown that for 
p = 2g + 1 the inequality iG/ G &IQ-- 1) is valid except in the case of the hyperellip- 
tic Geld K = k(x,y) with .r_‘” --_V = -$. p 3 5, and that in this exceptional case 
tGi = @(g + 1)(2g + 1) (and p = 2g + 1). Our aim in this paper is to find an upper 
bound for IG’f for “small” p, i.e. fur p < Z,g + I ) and to show that this upper bound 
is the best possible in the above sense. In fact I we show (in Theorem 3.1) that if 
O<p4;;2g+ I,then 
t 
and that the equality holds if K is one of the following two fields: 
(i) K = k(x,y) withyp---4’ = xP+‘, p 33r 3(Theorem 3.3); 
(ii) K = k(x& with yp --_Y = x2, p 2 5 (Roquet e’s above example). 
Me +hat for p = Zg t 1 our expression giving the upper bound equals 8gdq + 1) 
(Zg + 1) which shows already that the equality holds if K is defined as in (ii). 
During the course of this work. the author received finanoial support fwm the hiathcmatisch 
Instituut, Amsterdam. 
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For a prime divisor p of K, iet G( 41) denote the group of all automorphisms of
K/k leaving p fixed. In order to obtain an upper bound for 1CI, we find it necessary 
first to get an upper bound for JG( P)i. This is done in Theorem 2.1, and we show in 
Theorem 2.2 that this upper bound is also the best possible. 
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor F. Oort for suggest- 
ing this problem and for helpful discussions. 
1. Relirninafies 
We fix the following notation: k is an algebraically closed fierd of characteristic p.
By a function field we mean an al’gebraic function field of one variable over k. If K 
is a function field, we denote by gK its genus and by PK the set of its prime divisors. 
For p EfK, we write G(p) for the group of automorphisms u ofK/k for which 
d(p j = p. If K/L is a finite extension sf function fields, q E Pt. p E PK and 1) lies 
over q, then we denote by e p ,Q t.he rdmification index of )I over q . Let K be a func- 
tion fieid and let G = Autk K. We note that, since k is algebraically closed, we have, 
for p E PK , G(p) = the inertia group of p in the extension K/KG, and if G( u) is t’inite, 
then ~G(y)f = egiq , where q = C) n KC. 
In the sequel, we shah make extensive use of 
Hurwitz’ Formula. Let K/L be 4 finite sepmble extension of function fields and let 
yI= [K:L~.Then 
2gK -2=(2&_ - 2)n + degZKlr;, 
where q-/q is the different of the extension K/L. 
For a proof, see, for instance, [ 3, p. 462 1. 
If the extension K/L is Gaiois, then Hurwitz Formula can be stated in another 
form, more convenient for our purposes: 
Proof. Let hi be the number of prime divisors of K lying overq i. Then hi ei =: n for 
every i, and deg -SK, = &, hidi. Therefore, 
Ki deg DKIL =d,/e, + . . . +d#,. 
In the statement of the following lemma, we let p be the characteristic exponent 
of k. 
For a prcx)f, see 18. ch. IV]. 
Proof. (For a proof 4 parts (‘, 1, (2) and (3), see also, for example, 121.) 
(1) It is enough to prove that vtv) < 0. If u,y)> 0, tbnflq i) is a well-defined 
element of k and the p distinct values ofy in the equ’ation yP.-,y = f’(s 1 ) define p 
distinct prime divisors of K lying over q J . This cokradicts the assumption that q1 
is ramified in K/L. Thus u1 v) < 0. 
(2) Note first that I > 1. For, by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/L, we have 
2gK--2 = -2~ + deg QL 3 which shows that deg zKiL 3,Q and I 2 1. Modifying 
the generator x of L = k(x), we may assume that q 1 is the pole divisor of x in L. Let 
qEp~-{q~,***+ c,}, and let u be the discrete valuation oft, corresponding toq- We 
claim that if m < 6, then p 1 u(f). For let p be a prime divisor of K lying over q and let 
;Is be the corresponding discrete valuation of K. Then, since q is not ramified in K 4, we 
have is 1 L = u. Therefore UcVp-u) = uv) < 0 implies is(y) < 0 implies iT(vP-y) =p0@), 
which shows that p 1 u(f). Let now a2. . . . . ar f k be such that qi is the zero divisor of 
x-.ai in I,, 2 G i G P. Then, in view of ( I ), we can write 
f’=f’, 1’1 (_r. q”‘[tl (s-- bJ% 
i=2 j=l 
withf, Ekf.~f.sE Z’, ~+!fi’ EN,bjE k, bj +ai for every i,j, andfi(ai) tit0 ff’l(bj) 
for every i, j. For such an expression off: let us write PCT) = E& 1 Jj. Assuming that 
iyI) > 0, we show that we can modify ,rq in such a way that f3v‘) is decreased. This is 
enough for proving (i). 
SC> assume that /3m > 0, We may assume that b, = 0. By our tlbscrv3 tion above, 
we can write /$ =p~/ with yi E N, 1 Gj < s. Let 
4 = $?._~* 
Then it is easy to see that &Ii) < 13vl). This proves (i). 
Now to prove (ii), assume that y has been chosen so that f has no pole in I, out- 
side the set {q 1 , . . . . q & Then, with the notation above, we have 
S=f, fi tx--ai)? 
i=2 
Let rt = degfl . Then u1 (f) = ---II + XI= 2 i a , We now show that, if p i u1 v), then we 
GUI modify _V to increase u1 v), This is enough since, by (I ). we Jways have u1 (j)CO. 
!30 Jet u1 fn = --/BP with M E N. Then tf =tt~p t l&2 ai* IRt 
Then degfb =p(rrt + C&i) =pf, say, Write& = b.# +fs, b E k*, I; E k IX] with 
dqlj < pt. Letting 
(3) We assume, as in (2). that q 1 is the pole divisor of x in L. Let U, be the dis- 
crete valuation of K corresponding to p 1 . Since q 1 is ramified in K/l,, we have 
$I/, =puI. Therefcire, $(j) =pulcf). and from the eyuationyP-Y = f, we get 
D1~~‘)=uI&;f)sinceulV)<Q,by(1).Letm=tilOl)=u,cn.Since(nt,p)= I,there 
exist s, r E 2 such that SIN -+I = 1. We may assume that s > 0. Let n = xtys. Then 
Ut( IT) = 1 since ti I (x) =pq (x) = --p. Thus IT is a uniformising parameter for p I . Let 
u be the automorphism of K/k defined by CJ(S) = x. o(J~) = y + I . Then @is a gener- 
ator of the group Gal(Kf14). By Lemma 1.1 (iii), it is now enough to prove that 
U~(U(lT) -- x) = +I + 1. This can be easily checked, using the fact that U&J) < 0 
and s > 0. 
(3) Let u’ be an extension of u to A’. We can write u’(j) = h, + h, y + . . . + hP_tyP-t ” 
with Iti E I,. Then 
-1 
= f: h; y’, 
i=O 
say, with hi f I,. Since u(j) E I,, we have hj = 0 for i 3 1. In particular, we have 
0 = $1 = hF-8 - hP_, * 0 = hb_2 = ---FpP_ I + s-2 -- hP__2 , if p > 3. 
From this we get h 
g 
_1 E C: 
= vIv) is negative, 
and hf_2 -$,_2 =&,_I . Jf $1 # 0, then v1 U$,_1) 
y (I). ft follows that vl(hP_2) < 0 and v1 v) =pvl(hP_2). This 
contradicts the assumption that (v#),p) = 1. Therefore, hP_l = 0 and /z{_, = h,,,. 
By decreasing induction on i, we can thus prove that h,,, = . . . = h, = 0 and 
hf=h,.ThusoV,=hg -- hO+htf.Sincehp =hl,wehavehl EFP.Sincea’isan 
automorphism, we have h, I: 0. Now take h = ho and c = hi . 
Conversely, given h and C, we can extend u to K by defining o’(jQ = h + C-Y. 
2. An upper bound for lG( p)i 
I’Immsn 2.1. Let k be on crlgebmicully closed field af chartrcrerisric p > 0 md let K 
be o finetim fieki over k of genus g & 1. Let C(p) be thp group of uutomorphisms 
of Kfk ieavirw a prime divisor p of K frxeti. If p divides [C( p)l, then 
Proof. Let G, = G(p). By Emma 1.2, fG,I < 00. Let K, = K”o and let G, be the 
first ramification group of p in the extension K&. Let IG,l = qp* with ((I, p) = 1, 
a> 1. Then IG,l =p*,by Lemma 1.1. LetKl =Kcl andgl =gK,. Jfg, 3 I,then 
we have q Q 6(&-l), by Lemma 1 2. For GO/G, is a group of automorphisms of
K l/k of order (I and leaves the prime divisor 11 1 = p n K 1 of K, fixed. Also, by 
Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K1 and by Lemma 1 .l , we have 
?!?3;a2g, __ - 3 “+ w-2 
Pa Pa 
This gives 
CQse i(h): t 1 =qt.iRt IK:K’f=p”,[K”:K1]=p’.Then6+~t1 =4x.Sincc 
Q ‘t = 0 and p t is totally ramified in K”/&, it is easily seen by Hurwitz’ Formula 
applied to K”,K,(and Lemma 1 .I ) that no prime divisor of K, , other than p i , is 
ramified in K”/K 1 . Therefore, t 1 splits into p’ prime divisors of KM, r ‘I among them. 
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Since t” is ramified in K’/K”, ail thesepf prime divisors are ramified in 
K” x K” K” = k(x). x in 
a way that y” = (AT), (x),. i.e., p”, t” 
of x in A”‘. Since K’/K” is a cyclic extension of p, is 
exists y E K’ such that K’ = k(x, Y) and yP--y =fE K”. 
Let us writef =x-*fi with t?z E 2, fi E K”, fi (0) # 0, w. Then by Lemma 1.3, m > 0, 
and we may modify _V and f’ to assume that (m, p) = 1. It then follows from the same 
lemma that the exponent in .$K r/K” of a prime divisor 1: ’ of K’ lying over r ” is 
(rrr + 1 )(p--- 1). Since the prime divisors of K’ lying over the pC prime divisors of K” 
into which rl splits all iie over the same prime divisor t1 of K,, they all have the same xe* 
ponent in ‘E,~,~~. which is (nr f I)@-- I). The exponent of P ’ = p (7 K’ in %KpiKr# 
is, in any case, at least Zip-- 1). by Lemma 1 .I . Therefore, by Hurwitz’ Formula 
applied to K’/K”, we have 
which gives 
( 1 * 2g’ >p’(m+l )(--- 1). 
Since r i = CQ, tl is ramified in K ]/K, with ramification index q. Also, as we have 
observed, 1I is not ramified in A?*,$. Therefore, by Lemma 1 .l , the inertia group 
G( 1”) of r ” in the extension K”/Ko is cyclic of order (I. Let u E G(r “) C Gal(K”/KO) 
be a generator of G(r “). Since K” is rational with x as a generator, we have c(x) = 
(u,u + h)&*x + d) with a, 6, C, d E k, ud--bc f 0. Since u fixes the prime divisors 
p” = (x), and I ” = (x)~ of K” , we have, in fact, o(x) = ax with a E k*. Since the 
order of u is q, a is a primitive qth root of unity. Now since Gal(K”/Ko) is a quotient 
of Gal(K’&), u extends to an automorphism of K’/k. Therefore? by Lemma I .3, 
there exist h E K” and c E Fp* such that 
fl-h=f(ax) -- cf =amm x-” f&ax) - cx*” fl. 
Write h =x”ht with IZ E 2, h, E K”, h,(O) #O,Q). Then 
x”~ (q - xmn@-l)hl)=timm x”’ (fl(ax)--a”cf,). 
Since r~i > 0 and (VI, p) = 1, it follows that fl(0) - am cf (0) = 0. Since fi (0) # 0, 
this implies that urn c = 1 implies ~~ E F; implies urn@-l f = 1 implies q G m(“p- 1). 
Therefore, by (*), we have 
Now, by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/h? and by Lemma 1 .I, we have 
?!e 2 2g’_2 + 2pd-2 
P6 Pd 
since p ’ = p n K’ is ramified in K/K’ with ramification index pd . This give~g ag’pd’. 
To show tmw that 2p9 G (4pg2/@- I)) (2g@- 1) + I), we first appty Hurwitz’ For- 
mula to&K1 to get 
7+?_- 2 
-2 --2 + 
~pC_? + 2pLL2 
-‘.--‘- ---1 02 1, 
p” Pa pa 
since, by asstimption, r j = 9 i is ramified m K/K, with ramification index pa. This 
giVPS 
so that 
pa G pg/@-- I ) and p--- I Gg. 
Therefore g/Q - I) 2 1, and we get 
&se II: 3 = 1. In this case, p Ic is the only prime divisor of K” ramified in K’IK”. 
Choose x E K” such that K” = k(x) and p ” is the pole divisor of x in K”. There exists 
y E K’ such that K’ = k(x, y) and J@- 1’ =/E K”. By Lemma 1.3, we may assume that 
ptt is the only pole offin K#, i.e.,fEk[x). Let m = degf. By Lemma 1.3, we may 
assunte that (nt, p) = I. It then follows from the same lemma that the exponent of 
P’ = 5! i7 K’ in 2 K’[K” is (m + I )@- I). Since p W is the only prime divisor of K” rami- 
fied in /0,/K” and it is totally ramified, we get deg ‘EK’lK” = (m + I)@-- 1). Therefore, 
we see by HuNvitz’ Formula applied to K’fK” that 
2g’ = (m-- I)@-- 1). 
Note that g’ 2 f implies nt > 2. Let f’=fmP + . . . +ft,, h E k, fm # 0. Let M = Gal(K”/Ko). 
Since K” is rational with . . as a generator, every u E H can be represented in the fornt 
o(x) = (ox + b)f(cx + d) with u, b, C, d E k and ad-be # 0. Since a.E H implies 
CJ@ “1 = P ” y and p ” = (x)~~. 1 we can in fact represent o in the form G(X) = IIX + b with 
u, B E k, cI # 0. This gives an injectivc mapping 
p:b-I-+k* X k: u I+ (a. b). 
Clairol. Ftrr awry c E Fp* and fi)r ever)r a E k + with am = c, there exists a nun-zeru 
pc+mrzmial FLt. cl T) itt T with coeffit?onts in FPvi), . . . . fm, a, c) and of degree 
6 WI - l)? such that 
im p c u u {(a, h): Fu,(b) = 0). 
c~c”I: uE_k* 
. 
urn=== 
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since 2#’ = @I-- 1 )@- 1). If [K : K’j = p”, then as in Case I{b), we have R’ <g’p” <g. 
Therefore we get 
Proof of the Claim. Let o E If and u(x) = ax + b so that P(U) = (a, b). Since H = Gal(K”/IQ 
is a quotient of Gal(K’&& there exists u’ E Gal(K‘/A$ such that o’ 1 K” = u. There- 
fore, by Lenma 1.3, there e.xist k E h’” and c E F: such that 
/p ._. jl = o(f) cf=f(au +b) CL 
Thus hp -4 E k (x] which implies that h E k ix]. Write m = up + N, t,u E Z’, 
1 G u G p-- 1. (Recall that (tn, p) = 1.) Then deg(hP -h) G m = tp + u implies that 
degh Q r. Therefore we can write 
h =ht...t + . . . +h,x +h,, hi E k 
(h, nuy be zero). Now deg(N--h) < tp G m- 1. Therefore, comparing the coefficients 
of .P in the identity 
hP--h=f(ux+b)-cf, 
we get 0 = J’~ (a”’ --c), which implies a” = c. In order now to define the polynomial 
I;‘,.,(n, we consider the two cases I = 0 and t # 0. 
Case 1: t = 0. In this case, deg(hp--h) G 0. Therefore, comparing the coefficients 
of x in 
kp - h=f(ax+b)-cf, 
we get 
O=mf,ab”” +(m-~}f~_,ab*_2+...t2f2ab+fia-cfi. 
Thus FQJT) = m fm a P-1 + ,.. + fi a - cfi is the required polynomial in this case. 
Note that since (m, p) = 1, fm # 0 and a # 0, F4,(7’) is a non-zero polynomial of 
degree = m-l. 
Case2: f~l.Wewritef=sp’withs,rEZ*,(s,p)=l.ForOgi~rt 1,let 
Fi(b) be the coefficient of xvi in flax t b) - cf: Then puttingj = spi, we have 
Fi(b) = ( 7 ) fm B b*’ t ( mil ) jk_l a’ bm”’ t . . . t jj a’---fi (‘, 
so that Ftxb) is a polynomial in b with coefficients in Fp(JO, . . ..f., a, c) and of de- 
gree Q m-i = m-spi. Let us now compare the coefficients ofxti in 
hp -h=f(ax+b)--cf,OQ;i<r+ I;seeTable 1. 
la!&! 1 
-__ -- a.-._-_-.- __ ___ -__ ______^ .-. . ^_ - _-- _. _ _ _._. __ .~ ._ .___-_.. _.T_ ---- 
C’w! ticbent of inhp-h In li4xfhl cl 
_I_,-_----.....---IuII -l____ll__-_l_ _-e-_ ._ _.__ ,_ 
xw+’ 
% 
= I$+ ,m 
A+f h&r-I - $7 
zz F+b 1 
hp . - hspi spl-’ 
= FithI 
. . . . 
xsp hi)- hsp = F1 tb) 
2 -- hs = Folb) 
- ______LI_^ ---_*------ _^_-___- --------_c_ _._ -__ _--_- .- . _ 
From this WQ: get 
(*B [(...((-r;;,y -“t)p - . . . )p - F,)p = F,+l, 
whe:e Fi =I;;-@). Since Fi is 3 polynomial in b of degree m - it f<jllows that 
the left-hand side is a polynomial in b of degree 
since nt = sp r+l +t4 >/I’+ + I. It is also see that 
~2 - 1. Moreover, since the left-hand side is 3 
p4ynomial in W and the right -hand side is not (u being coprime to p). the relation 
I*) 3~s not hold identically for all b. Thus 
Fa Jr) = 6. W’@.)l* -- F&T)9 -1 . ..)* - t;;(T))" - F,+,(T) . 
is a rwn-zero polynomial in 7’ of degree G (nz- 1 )2, and our claim is proved. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) La p > 0 arrd let K = k(x, y) with yP -y = f, where f fc’ k [xl is a 
polyr2or-)tial czf degree ICJ + 1, r E 2’. Assun2c that r 3 1 if p = 2. Let p be a prime 
@visor of K lying over the pole divisor of x irr k(x) and let g = gK . mera: 
I 
( 1) 2g = f?(p -. 1) and, irt particular, g 3 ! ; 
(2 ) p is tire nnlj, prime divisor oj’*K lying ov~er the pole divisor of x in k(x); 
(3) G(p) 3 {a f Autk K: u(x) E k(x)}. 
(ii) Wit12 the notation of(i), assume further that f = xP*+ ’. Ther2 we have 
i(q p)[ = !R! 
2 
( > 
2g +I. _. _-__ 
p--l p-l 
(iii) Crrnuc~ly, let p > 0 and let Kfk be a function field of ger2us g 3 1. If there 
ex2sts a prirple divisor p of K such that 
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G(y)3 {uE Autk K: o(x)E k(x)). 
Proof. (i) Let II’ = k(.u, y) with yP -y = f E k [xl and degf =pr + 1. Let K’ = k(x) and 
let p‘ be the pole divisor of x in K’. We see by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K’ 
that som$: prime divisor of K’ is ramified in K/K’ and it follows from Lemma 1.3 
that p’ is the only prime divisor of K’ ramified in K/K’ (since f E k [xl). Since 
IK : AI’] =p, p’ is totally ramified in K/K’ and it follows that 4) is the only prime 
divisor of A’ lying over p’ and it is also the only prime divisor of K ramified in K/K’. 
Therefore, the degree of 2 K;KB equals the exponent of 11 in I&/K’, which is equal 
to (pQZ)(p-- 1) by Lemma 1.3. (Note that our assumption r > I if p = 2 ensures that 
@‘+ I ,p) = 1.) It therefore follows from Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K’ that 
3 = tJ(@-- 1). Finally, since p is the only prime divisor of K ramified in K/K’, every 
automorphism of K/k which carries A” into K’ belongs to G(p). This completes the 
proof of(i). 
(ii) Since g 2 1, we have jC( p)J < 00, by Lemma 1.2. Let 
ti = (O E Aut& a(!?) C K’). 
Then, by (j). Ii C C( p) and therefore Ik!i < 00. 
Qaim.pj VI/and VfGq?‘+‘(p---I )@‘+I). 
Assume the claim for a moment. Then, since li C G( II), we get p 1 IC( p)[ and 
therefore 
(by Theorem 1) 
2 p2r+’ (p-- I )@‘t I ) 
To prove the claim, let 9 : If -+ Aut& be the restriction homomorphism. Since 
[K : K’] =p, we have lker ~1 = p and iNI = p 1 im ~1. Therefore, it is enough to prove 
that lim ~13 p2@- I )(jf+l ). Let 
N’ = (a f Autk K’: o(x) = QX t 6 with a, b E k, a(Prt*)(PB1) = 1 arld 
bp’ + b = 0). 
Then. clearly, w’i = p+ -. 1 ,<p’+ 1 ), and it suffices to show that N’ f img. In other 
words, we have to show that any element of H’ extends ta an autamorphism uf &k. 
SC) let u E fl’, O(X) = acy + LF with a, 14. f k satisfying 
To show that u extends tc an automorphism of K/k, it is enough. by Lemma 1.3, 
tt, show that there exist c’ E F$ and k E K’ such that 
!P -h={m+b~+l -.. i‘ X fl+‘. 
where h, E k are defined as 
and k,, is any eiment of k s3tisfying 
“; - Ir, = bp’+l . 
ft 1s then easily checked, using conditions I+)? that c and h so defined satisfy the w- 
quirement. This ccrmpletes the proof of (‘ii). 
(iii) Parts (1) and (2) follow directly from the proof of Theorem 2.1. For, 
except in Case II in that theorem, we have obtained the strict inequality 
On the other hand, in Case II: the equality 
occurs only if, with the notation as in Theorem 2.1, we have 5 = 0 and 
deg FQ c(T) = (VI -- I j2 for every a, c. Also deg F. &T) = (m --- 1 I2 only if m $+ 1 for 
some i E Z? This praves (I) and (2). Part 13 j now’follows from (i), noting that, as in 
Case If of Theorem 2.1, we can choose x, ~1 E K such that p lies over the pale divisor 
of *:I: in k(x). I 
Rmark 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2 .I giving an upper bound for IC( I) )I could have 
been shortened abit. ffowever, in the course of that proof. we have obtained in some 
cases upper bounds for iG( p)[ which are sharper than the one mentioned in the state- 
ment of the theorem. We shall require these sharper bounds for the proof of Theorem 
3.1. in the following lemma, we summarise some of the results which have been ob- 
tained in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.1, but not mentioned in its statement. 
Lemma 2.4. Laf the rwtutiorz und assumptim be its in Theorem 2.1 . Let (G( p )I = qp”, 
(q.p)= I,a> 1. Theft: 
( i) either p =2gtlorpGg+1; 
(ii) q G 6g-2 lmrlpQ G 4pg2/(p- 1)2; 
(iii) if Cast? I I occurs, then q G I?g’ + p -.- 1 . 
Proof. Ifgl 2 1, theng2gfp* >p QI Z p. Therefore. we also have 4pg2/(p-- I j2 > 4g 
>p” and q < b(2gI --l)< Q-b. 9 This proves both (i) and (ii) in this case. 
So sssume fh3t gl = 0 and look at the cases considered in Theorem 2. I. 
Cuse I(a). 1 n this case, we have qp * G 2g which implies q Gg < bg-2. Moreover, 
by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K1 , we get 
Pa PQ PY 
whxh gives p” G pg/(p - I), since y 2 1. This also shows that p-- 1 Gg and 
pg/@ - 1) < 4pg* @!I-*. 1+. 
Case l(b). In this case. we have proved qp* G Zpg, p* Gpg/(p--1) and p-- 1 Gg. 
This proves both (i) and (ii} in this case. 
Case 11. In this case, we have g >g’p* and 2g’ = (m- 1 )(p--- 1 ) with FYI > 2. If 
6 > 0, then g 2 2g’ >p--- 1. If 6 = 0, then ‘4 = (m- 1 )(p-e I j and it follows that 
2g = p 1 or g 3 p-- 1. This proves (i). Now choose o EN = Gal(K”&) such that 
u f Kt is a generator of G@t . (Note that C,,/Gt is a quotient of!-! and is cychc 
of order q, by Emma 1 .I .) Let o(x) = ux t b. Then a is a primitive Qua root of 
unity. Wow, by the “Claim” in Case I I of Theorem 2.1, dr~(~-l ) = 1. Therefore, 
Q~??l(p--1)=2g’tp - 1 G4g’. 
This proves (iii) and also that q < 4g < Gg --- 2. Finally, let H, = Gal(K”/K, ). Then 
H, is a subgroup of W. If u E IIt and o(x) = MI + b, then u = 1 since the order of u 
is a power of p. Therefore c = am = 1, and the “Claim” of Theorem 2.1 9 Case II. 
implies that 
PWl)C {(l,b): Ft*JW =W 
ThUS 
V/, 1 = Ip(H, )I G (tn..- i )’ = 4gQp- 1 )2. ’ 
Therefore 
/P = I(;,1 =pb +I /H,I 4 4pp”gQp --1)2 G 4pg2/@- 1q I 
since p&g’ Q g. This proves (ii), and the lemma is completely proved. 
3. An upper bound for ICI 
Theorem 3. I. Let K be a function field of genus g 3 2 over mt a!gebraicullv ckostxi w 
field k of characteris& p. Let G = Autk K. Then: 
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&ma& 3.2. If there exists v E PK such that p 1 IG( p)/. then p G 2.g t 1, by Lemma 
2.4. Th~efbr~ ifp > 2g + 1, then the inequality in (I ) is valid. Moreover, if
O<pCZ!g+ l,then 
~;Hg_.,)<_?Y!_ 2(~-t,)~~+l), p -_- 1 p . -- 1 
s cm be c!tecked easily. Therefwe. if 0 <p < Z,g + 1 T then the inequality 
lxlds in arty case. 
Yroaf of newem 3.1. With the rwtation of Hurwitz’ Formula, we ltave 
where II = jc’i and I, = A’(;. By Lemma 1 .I , we have di > ei -- 1 for every i, 1 G i G K 
With this in mind, a glance at Hun&z’ prcwf in [4] of the inequality IG’I Q 8s(g- - 1 ) 
for p = 0 sltows that this inequality continues to be valid if any of the following four 
ct)nditions is slatisfied: 
Ia)gl 2 1; 
(b) r’s 5; 
(c)r=4 art a cas one ofq, cz, e3, e4 d rl t
(d j r = 3 and 1 aswming ft ;;13 t?2 > e3 9 the 
the v&m listed in Table 2. 
Wxeovcr. if p#ei for every i, then $ = e. 
I 
is’d’ ffercnt from 2; 
triple (et, c2, ~3) does not take one of 
-~ 1 for every i, 1 G i Q r (Lemma I . I ), 
and wte of the above four conditions is necessarily satisfied (since g 2 2). On the 
other hand. ifptei for some i, then by Lemma 2.4 we havep G 2g + 1. so that 
as we have remarked above. Therefore, we need mly prove: 
(A) the irlequ&ty in (2) under the assumption that none of the above fi.w condi- 
tims (a)--.(d ) is satisfied; 
( B) the st~temen t aburr t the equality in (2 ). 
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Tabie 2 
--- 
e1 e2 e3 
-^_l_-m_w_ 
3 3 3 
4 4 2 
6 3 2 
5 3 2 
4 3 2 
3 3 2 
@I 2 2 
(arbitrary) 
We shall prove (B) in Theorem 3.3. We now proceed to prove (A). Since we have 
assumed that none of the conditions (l)-(d) is satisfied, we havegL = 0 and one of 
the following four cases occurs: 
GzseI:r=4andel=e2=e3=e~=2. 
Gzse II: t = 3 and, assuming et 3 e2 3 e3, the triple (et, eB e3) takes one of the 
values mentioned in Table 2. 
Case III: P = 1. 
CoseIV:r=2. 
(Note that, since g > 2, we cannot have gL = 0 and r = 0.) We discuss these four 
cases eparately. As will be seen, the only non-trivial case is IV. Let us write 
B(p, g) = !fpg J--j$+1,pf-&I). 
Cifse I. We have 
(2g-2)/n = --& ’ + id, + 4d2 + id3 + fd4 = id with some d F 2. 
Since g 2 2, we have d > 0. Therefore (2g-2 ‘)/It > i and n G 4(g-- 1) < B@, g). 
Case II. We have 
m-2M = -2 + d, /el t d,/e, + d,/e, > 1 /lcm(el ,. e2, es) 
since g 3 2 implies that the right-hand side is positive. Now, if (et, e2, 43) takes one 
of the first six values mentioned in Table 2, then Icm(e1, e2, e3) G 30. Therefore 
n G 60@- 1) < B(p, g) since p Q Zg + 1, by Lemma 2.4. Now suppose that el is 
arbitrary and e2 = e3 = 2, Then 
(&-2)/n = -2 td,/e, t id2 f qd3. 
Ifp=2,thend2>2,d+2,byLemma l.l,sothat 
(2g-2)ln .d,le, 3; 
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sinccdr ;Srq-- I. This gives H G 4(g-- 1) <&I, g). Ifp # 2, then p f el. For, by as- 
sumption,p divides at least one of el, e2, e3. Let et = qpQ with (4, p) = 1. a 2 I. 
Then,by Lemma I.l,d, a9pJ---1 tpQ--KTherefore, 
sincep;;b3.Thereforen<6q(gA)Q;;6(6g-2)(g -l),byLemma2.4.Also, 
6((ig-2)Cg-- 1) < S@, g) since p G 2g + I, by Lemma 2.4. 
. Caw 111: t = I. In this case, we have 
(&--2)/n = -2 + d,le, 2 lte, 
since g > 2. This gives N 6 Z&- I )el. Now, by assumption, p 1 e1 . Therefore 
by Theorem 2.1. NW 2@- 0 j < 4pR*/(‘- I)* + 1 since p G 2g t 1, by Lemma 2.4. 
Thus 12 <B@. g). 
Che IV: t=2. We have 
(2g--2j/n = -2 t d,/e, t d,/e,. 
Letdj=di-(ei- Ij,i= 1,2,Then 
(Zg--2)/12 =(d; - i j/e, + (d; - 1)/e*. 
Now p 1 eL or p 1 e2, and we may assume that p 1 e1. Let eI =9pa with (Q, p) = 1, 
a>l.Then,byLemmal.l,d~>pO-1.Ifpfe~also,thend~kIand 
(&-2)/n > cd; - I)iel 
= (pa-2 t dr)fqpQt whered” =di -(/F--’ j 3 0, 
3 w? (unlessd; = 1). 
This Tmphes that n 6 @(g-- 1: ) 6 t@jg--2)@- l), by Lemma 2.4. Since p G 2g + 1, 
WC have 6&g---2)@- t ) <S@, g). (If di = 1, then, sinceg > 2, we have d; 3 2 and 
‘WC can apply the same argument with e1 replaced by e2.) 
Now we consider the ease when p$pI. Then d; = 0, by Lemma 1.2. Therefore, 
(2g-2)/n =(d;--l)/et - I/e2 > l/ele2 
sinceg 3 2 implies that the right-hand side is positive. This gives n C 2e1 e2 (g- 1 j. 
Now, by Lemma 1.2, (e2, p) = 1 implies that e2 6 6Qg- 1). Therefore we get 
i*) n G 125 (g--1)(&-1). 
Choose i) E PK such that eI is the ramification index of p in K/L. We now adopt 
the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Thus we let GO = G(p), K, = KGo, 
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C, = the first ramifkatiol group ofp in K&. Then ICO( =qpa and IC, I =p*. Let 
g1 =gK1. We consider the L YO casesgl > 1 and g1 = 0. 
~Cr.r !Wa): gI 3 1. Then, as in Theorem 2.1 F we have 
(i)g# gg; 
(iij Cl G 6( 2g--p). 
Therefore, front (*), we ;;s[ 
(‘$4) I? “; 72 (2g-p)(g-I)(& -1). 
Now. ifp = 2, their 
B@,g)=8g2 (2g+ l)& + 1)>72(2g-p)(g-1)(2&-l)>??. 
So assume that p 3 3. Then, if a 2 2 or gl 3 3, (i) implies 3p Gg. Therefore 
2g/@- 1) > 6. and we get 
So let a = 1 and g1 = 1 or 2. By Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K*, we have 
& -_ 2 = (2g1 4@ + deg (EK!E;*. 
By L+emnta 1 A, we can write deg &lKI = (p + 2)($--l) with a E 2’. Therefore we 
get 
2g = 2gp +J@--1). 
This gives 
ti < 72(“* -p)(g-- 1 )(‘d-- 1) Iby (**)I 
= 36 (2glP + CIp- p-p) (2g,p + Jp-p-2) (2g1p + CIp-- p- 1) 
<NJ. #g,P +PP-M) if@ 1. 
This fast inequality can be easily checked, keeping in mind that gl = 1 or 2. We are 
thus reduced to considering the case p= 0. In this case,g =glp. Let u = [KO: L,] so 
that n =uyp. If u C (Sgl + 1 )qp, then 
tz G (5g, + l)q2p2 df 36$ (Sg1 + 1) (2g, -- 1)2 
since q < 6(2gl - 1) by Lemma 1.2. Sinceg] = 1 or 2, we have 
3ti2(sg, + 1) (2gl -.- l)2 < B{p. g,p), 
as can be checked easily. Thus we may assunte that u > (5gl + 1 )qp. Front the 
equality 
2g_2 = 2&-2 
+I 1 
-- _-- _--= ---- _ - 
uw It w “12 
we get (2g--2)juqp > 1/qpe2, which gives u G (2g-2)cr2. Since ~1 = 0, we have 
deg G/K1 = 2@-1). This implies that di ‘p-1 and we get 
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2g-2=p-2 1 __._ . --- 
WP IIC, cj 
(Sg(+ l)(j?-2) 2g,p--2 
> ^ - ._. _‘_..._&.._ -.- -..-‘_~- 
since u > (5gl + 1 )qp and cd < (31!-2)e1. Thus we have 
since gt = 1 or 2. and p 3 3. This proves et = qp < Z@- 1). Therefo. 3, by (*), 
rr<24CR--l)?(~--l)<R@.g) 
since qp G 2g--2 implies p G ?q-- 2 implies p G g-t 1 ,jby Lemma 2.4. This completes 
the proof in the case gl 3 I. 
Case IV(b): gr = 0. in this case, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have: 
(i) K f //Co is a Galois extension of degree y coprime to p and gK 1 = 0; 
(ii) the ramificaticjn index of pt = p hl K, in K1/A’,, is q; 
(iii) gKo = 0; 
(iv) there exists a prime divisor q 1 of Kt * other than pt , which has ramification 
index q in KtJk’,+ 
(v) CO prime divisor of K t other than pt. q 1 is ramified in Kt/K,. 
LetpPbetheramifkationindexofqt irtK/A’t,OG@<a.Let$=~ nL,y,,=~nR, 
and let p 09 pul, ..‘, p nw be all the (distinct) prime divisors of K, lying over 4. w 2 0. 
Letu=[K&].Then 
since ego/c =I.Ifw=O,thcnu=I,sothatn=et<B@,g)byTheorem2.1.Let 
therreforew> l*Letq”= qt NC,. Wecorrsidcr the twocases{pOt, . .. . pow)={qO) 
and {pole ..*, powI 3f: ~qo~. First, iftptjly l , powI = iqf$, then u = 1 + qoj4- 
Sirice 6 is ramified in K/L, with ramification index qp* and e q1 Iqo = (I (by (iv) above), 
we have eqolii <pa. Thus 
by Lemma 2.4. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, 
It now remains finally to consider the case {pot, . . . . pow} # {q,]. In this case we have: 
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Assume the claim for a moment. Then if (.a) is satisfied, we have 
< Npf 9) sincey- 1 Bg, by (3). 
If (b) is satisfied, then 
11 G 12r,(g--I)(‘&---I) fiY w 
G 24g+g..-. 1)(2g-- 1 )/(j?--- 1) 
< Np* 8) since p@.-- 1 ) G g, by (b). 
So we have only to prove the claim. 
Proof of the claim. We have {all, . . . . pti) * (qo), and we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that p Qi fq&etKZM’.‘DK”~KObeasintheproofof 
Theorem Z .I. (Recall that gk’” =O,g’ =gKs zt 1 and [K’X”] =p.) Let s be the 
number of prime divisors of A’” ramified in K’/K”. Note that, since p” = Q n K” is 
ramified in Kg/K”, we have s 2 1. Recall that 4~” is the ramification index of q. 
in A’/&, fi > 0. Let so be the number of prime divisors of K,, other than p 0, q 0, 
which are ramified in K/k’,, , sg 2 0. With this notation we prove the following five 
statements: 
(1) Ifs,, 2 1, th enel GZgandp--1 Gg. 
(2)lfso=Oand/3=0,thenel <g--l andp-1 Gg. 
(3)Ifs0 =O,fl> 1 ands= I, then e1 G 2g2/@--1) and pCp--I) Gg. 
(.4)If~~=O,p> l,sX!anda> 2, then et G 2g2/(p-- 1) and p@-- 1) Gg. 
(5)Jfs0 =0,/D l,sX!andat= 1,thenet G@g/(P--I)andp-1 Gg. 
Mote that one of the above five case has necessarily to occur, so that it is enough 
to prove these five statements. 
( 1) Let I o ;f 11 o, q o be a prime divisor of K. ramified in K/K0 . Then, by our 
observations (ii), (iv) and (v) above, I 0 is not ramified in K 1/Ko. Therefore, the 
ramification index of r o in K/K0 is a power of p, say pf, 7 3 1. Therefore, by 
Hurwitz’ Formula and by Lemma 1 .I, we have 
7&_2 
.I__ > -2 +@Tl_+P@--1 +YPP-1 VP--~ + %y-2 -- -- 
4PQ qp” 4pg P’ ’ 
which implies qpa G 2g as in Case I(a) of Theorem 2 .I . This also gives p G 4, so 
that p Qg + 1 by Lemma 2.4. 
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(2) The assumption so = 0 and p 01 # q o imply that pot is not ramified in K&. 
Therefore, ePoI iel = 9pa which gives 9pa < u. Also, so = 0 and #3 = 0 imply that 11 l 
is the only prime divisor of K I ramified in KjK, . Therefore, by Hurwitz’ Formula 
applied to K/K, . we have 
2g__2 pa--1 td’ 
_“.__ Z-2 +--__. __._! , 
Pa Pa 
which gives d; -- 1 = pa + 2,g--2. Therefore we get 
=gp2=d;-’ 1 -.- -- 
u9pa n 9pa ‘Z 
(2 lklpa e2) 
=p* t 2g-2 2&p-2 
qP* 
--(E&-q& 
,p” + + :_2 - (2g-2 j - _ 
u 
..--.__I_ , 
since 9pa < U, and (2g--2)/u9pQ 3 1 j&e, implies u G (2g-2)el. Thus we have L 
?!!! >.$3;, 
U9P& 
which shows that 9pa <g- 1. This also implies p Cg- 1. 
(3)Let IK:K’)=~“,~K”:K~~=~‘,S,E>O.L~~ q!beasinobservation(iv) 
above. Since gK, = 0 =gA’n, it is easy to see by Hurwitz Formula applied to K”/K, 
that no prime divisor of K *, other than p 1, is ramified in K”/K,. This, together with 
the assumption that s = 
splits into p’+t 
I ) implies that q I is not ramified in K’/K l and therefore it 
prime divisors of K’ and each of these pC+l prime divisors of K’ is 
ramified in K/K’ with ramification index pfl. This implies, in particular, that S 3 p, 
and we have, by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K’ and by Lemma I .l , 
&_2 3 k_2 9 K_2 
_ 3 2g’__2 + z___ +ppfl -II. ___ ,
Pb P6 i pP 
which gives 
zs c+t 2p P 9 --b 
-ii 
>2g’+p -_I_. 
P PB 
Therefore 
(9 @@‘+P-I)P 
since 6 3 fl> 1. Next, by Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K,, we have 
2R--2 > -2 t 2p*-2 2pB--2 -.- -- t -. 
Pa Pa P0 
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Therefore 
since /3 3 I. This gives 
pa a;; _!I!!!_ p...j ’
Also, by Lemma 2.4, we have y < 2g’ + p- 1. Therefore 
* 
) qpQsq$tp - 1) EL <-.-- ---- & Pg 
p-.- 1 P P--l 
@Y WJ 
3 2 
4 =--* 
P-J 
Finally, p* IQ pg/@-- 1) implies p*“’ (p--1)<gimpliesp@-I)<gsince&--126 a/3> 1. 
(4) Note first that, as in (3), we have pa Gpg/@- 1). Since cy 2 2 by assumption, 
this implies p@- 1) <g. We have now to prove that qpQ G 2g2/@- 1). Since s > 2, 
there exists a prime divisor, say r “, 
K'/K" . ‘t%e assumption so = 
of K” such that r ” # p” and I” is ramified in 
0 together with the fact that q 1 is the only prime divi- 
sor of K 1 lying over q. (by our observation (iv) above) implies then that t ” A K, = q 1. 
Therefore, this case is precisely Case l(b) of Theorem 2 .l . We have proved there that 
qpa LQ Zpg. Since p@- 1) Gg, as observed above, we have 2pg G Zg2/@-- 1). 
(S ) Since ck = I,wehaveK=K’DK”=K1.Since I =ru&pN.wehavep= 1. 
Thus both the prime divisors p O and q O of KO have ramification index gp in K/K,, 
and thus both are totally ramified in K/K,. This implies, in view of the assumption 
sg = 0, that exactly two prime divisors p 1 and q 1 of K, are ramified in K/K I. Since 
K, is rational, we have K t = k(x) for some x E K 1 . We may choose x such that 
~1 =(% and q 1 =Wo, i.e., p 1 and q l are respectively the pole divisor and the 
zero divisor of x in K 1 . Since K/K 1 is cyclic of degree p, it is an &tin-Schreier ex- 
tension, i.e., there exists y E K such that K = k(x, y) and yp-y =fE Kt . Let us 
write f = x-” fi withmEZ,fi EKl,f,(0)+O, 00. Then tn > 0 and we may modify 
y andf suitably to assume ‘that fi E k [x] and (m, p) = 1 (Lemma 1.3). Now, by 
Lemma I .l , Go/G, = Gal(K &$ is a cyclic group of order 4. Let u be aegenerator 
of GO/G,. Since pO and qO are totally ramified in K 1/Ko, we have o( p1 ) = p1 and 
CJ( q1 ) = q 1 . Since ;I l = (x), and q 1 = (+,, we get a(x) = ax with a E k* a primi- 
tive qth root of unity. Since u extends to an automorphism of K/Ko, there exist, by 
Lemma 1.3, h f K, and c E F; such that 
hP .- h = ocf) -- cf =a‘-” X-* (f&ax) -- am c f,). 
From this we get a” c = 1, as in the proof of Case I(b) of Theorem 2.1. Therefore 
we have 
w 
Let 1) = deg./; . WC claim thut \r?e L’UN further modi’j y and f to achiew v = 2~. Sup- 
pose this is done. Then it easily follows from the equation (*) that we have ah=]. 
(tke the fact that (m, p) = I .) This givesq < 2nr. Also, v = 2rn implies, by Lernmrl 
1.3, that the exponent of both p and 9 in %K/K, is (m t 1 )(p--- t ), whxs q is the 
prime divisor of K lying over q 1 . Therefore, deg ‘EKiK I = 2(m t I )@I- 1) and, by 
Hurwitz’ Formula applied to K/K, , we get 
zg I._. 2 = ?pt2(m+ I)(p l), 
so that g = m@-- 1). Therefore p-- 1 Gg and 
5 = qp 6 ztnp = 2pg/(p .- 1). 
This proves the statement (5, module our claim about the degree of fi . 
In order to prove the claim, we first remark that ), 1 f~ Id = q l n 1,. For JV~ are 
in the case p = 2, i.e.,exactly two prime divisors of 1, are ramified in K/I. with 
ramification indices el and 4 L. Since we have assumed (c~, JI) = 1 and since p 
divides the ramification indices in K/L of both p l n 6 and q t n 1, ) we have 
PI nt = 9 1 A il. Therefore, if Q is the prime divisor of K lying over q l , there 
exists r E G suck that r(p) = ‘1 . Since p and q are both totally ramified in K/K, 
and since K,, = KG Q, we have G(p) = Go = C(q ) and 7(GO) = GO. It follows that 
r(Gt )=Gl .Therefore,T(KI)=Kl. Let 7) =r[Kl .Then rl(pl )= ql .Since 
Pt = (xl, and q1 = CX)~~. we have 7) (x) = 1 /.x. after replacingx by hu, X E k*, if 
necessary. Since 7) 
that 
=?[Kt.thereexist.by Lemma I.3.hEKl and&FpLsuch 
fl . h = r,(f) -- cj-=x”f,(l/x) -- CX-~~, . 
It follows from this that v 2 Zm. For, let u be the discrete valuation of It’, defined 
by qr = (x)~. Ifv < 2rn, then 
u(x* J-,(,1/x)) =m .- v> --.rn =v(cxom fl ), 
so that u(hf”- h) = t$xM ji(l/x) -- c fm fi) = --m. This shows that u(h) < 0 and 
-m =pu(h), which contradicts the assumption that (m, p) = I. Thus i Bb 2m. We 
want v = 2m. So suppose v> 2m. Then m ---v < -m and it follows that u(#‘-h) 
=m’--v<O,sothatu(h)<~andm-u=pv(h).Letr=-.-o(h).~ent>Oandwe 
have v = m + tp. Therefore, rettingfi = A, xv + X,_, x”-l + . . . + x0, Xi E k, the 
equation _YP - y = x-“f, can be written as 
VP -_ y = xv x’p + 9 (xy_t x”-’ t l ** t xn, 
it follows that changing y to J’ -- Xi@ xr decreases v since I + m < QJ + m = v. Thus 
we can decrease v till v = 2m is achieved. 
This completes the proof of (A). With the proof of (Bj in the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.1 will be completely proved. 
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(We remark that (ii) is Ruquette’s example in [6) .) 
Proof. We assert hat there exists an automorphism pi of K/k such that U(X) $ k(x). 
For, if K is given by equation (i), then we can define o by U(X) =X/J! and o(“) = -I/y. 
If K is given by (ii), then we define u bv a(x) = x/J@+~)/~ and a(j) = @-- 1)/y. These 
are clearly well-defined, and this prove< our assertion. The theorem now follows from 
the foilowkg more general : 
Ler G = Aut&. Then either G = G( p j or 
(ii) Let p > 0 and let K/k be the firnclicjn j?eld defined b_y K = k(x, y) with 
_@ -_v =; xd’l, I E Z*. Ifp = 2, assume that r 9 2,and if p = 3,ussume thut r 2 1. 
Let g = gK and G = Aut$ Then 
accr,rding us there does or does not exist u f G such that u(x) e k(x). 
(iii) Ckverse&, let p > 0 artd let K/k be a frrnction fieid of genus g > 2 and &et 
G = AutkK. If 
ICI - ‘@” ,(~tl)~;t’). 
then K can be defined by K = k(x, y) with yp- y = f, where f E k [x] is u po~~norniul 
of degree p’ + 1; there exists a unique prime divisor p of K l_ying over the pole divi- 
sor of x in k(x); we have 
and there exists o E G such that a(x) $ k(x). 
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Proof. (i) By Theorem 2.2 (-iii) (I ), we have 2g =pf (‘jr- 1) for some r E 2’. Let 
By what we have proved tn Theorem 3.1, we have ICI < B(p, g). Therefore we have 
to show that either G = G(P) or /Cl 3 S(fl. g). Suppose G It G(p). Let A’, = KG’ p), 
I: =@ andtr = [Ko:L]. Let PO = p “A’, ande = P nL.SinceG#G(y),we have 
u > 2. Therefore there exists q o EP 
that pzr+t 1 e qos$. For, suppose pA$; 
q o f: pa, such that q o n L = c . We claim 
qOja. Let Cl be the first ramification group 
of p in K/f4 and let K, =A%. Since 9q +@-I), we have 
and it foflows that /G, 1 =pzr+*. Choose q 1 E PK, lying over cl o and q E PK lying 
over q 1 . Since 
eq/4 =ep/; = 1G( p)i =p2’++Jlr+l)(p-I) 
and since (P Gl 1 Q*, p) = 1, our assumption pb+l 1 eqoi$ implies that eq I,+ = fl with 
02 1. Thus the prime divisors p1 
ramification indices pt’l 
= c) n K, and q1 of K, are ramitled in K/K, with 
and pg. respectively. Therefore, by Hurwitz’ Formula ap- 
$ed to A’#’ r anil by Lemma 1 .I , we have 
I;inee if 3 i . This gives 2g > 2p”‘@ - 1). which is a contradiction. since 2g =p’(p---- 1 ). 
This proves that pb+t 1 q,ig. Tlerefore 
and it follows that ICI = II iC( p )I 2 B(p, g). This proves (I). 
(ii) Let p be a prime divisor of K lying over the pole divisor of x in k(x). Then, 
by Theorent 2.2 (ii’), we have 
2 
('(p)i =4~* hit 1 
-L > 
. 
By Theorem ? 7 ti._(i), we also have 2g = p*(p - 1). Therefore our assumptions on p and 
I intply that g > 2. Finally, we note from the proof of Theorem 2.2 .(‘ii) that 
G(p) = ccr E G: o(x) E k(x)). The assertion ow follows from (i) above. 
(iii) WC note from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that we have obtained the strict in- 
quality tGf < B@, g). except when {~ol , . . .* p & = (q o ) in Case IV(b). Moreover, 
if the equality occurs in that case, then with p as in Case IV(b) of Theorem 3.1, we 
necessarily have 
2 
I'c;(p)f =?E.. zr: t 1 
( ) 
-_.___ 
p-l p-4 
. 
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Therefore, by Theorem 2.2 (iii), there exist x, y E K such that 
(1)K 4(x, t*)with vJ’.--v =f. wherefEk[x] is of degreeftl for somerEZ+; 
(2) G(p) 3 iu E G I &iE k(x)). 
Since ICI =: R(p, &, we have G # GQ ). Therefore, in view of (2), there exists (J E G 
such that O(X) $ k(x). 
Proof. Suppose K is defined by ~2--~ = f E k [xl. Then K is a hyperelliptic field, so 
that k(x) is the unique rational subfield of A’ of index 2. Therefore, every automorph- 
ism of K/k carries k(x) into k(x). The corollary now follows from Theorem 3.3’ (iii). 
Added in Proof. After this work was done. the author learnt that the same problem 
has been treated independently by Stichtenoth and that he has obtained good upper 
bounds for the group of automorphisms of a function Geld of genus at least two. 
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